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About This Game

Experience the story of a small group of German soldiers sent to a small town to investigate strange activities. The task was
supposed to be fast and easy. Instead, they would face the Unimaginable

Find out how they had to fail their country to save the world

Inspired by Contra, Metal Slug, Castle Crashers and all of those good old coop games

+Level up. Unlock new characters. Earn points. Purchase Weapons. Show off what you have

+Enter the Arena. Test your skill against challenging Fights

+Customize spawns for your own Arena

+Be a lone Hero or team up with friends and start having fun blasting
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Like other reviews, I bough this thinking it would be a nice addition to my collection. I was wrong. I tried it out and found out
all the sounds (engine sound, horn, AND bell are all recycled from the BN\/BNSF GP38-2. I know you can change it, but still is
very annoying they didn\u2019t change it. There are also a couple issues with the cab controls (the brake lever Dosent work). If
you want it, I recommend getting it during a sale, it\u2019s not worth it\u2019s full price.. although the game has a few bugs,
hence it being it early access. THIS. GAME. IS. AWESOME!
devs could add better match making though. I bought it. I installed it. I booted up. 3 hours later I exited...

I guess I like it...

Tower Defense. Upgrade in level and over course of game; having to change strategy of upgrades as you progress.... This is a
True Gem for JRPG and classic RPG lovers.
It has Amazing unique Story Line, great HI-rez sprites and Environment.
  -Looks and Feels-
*Very interesting characters with unique vibe to them.
*The game graphically feels like FF8-FF9 quality level hand drawn environments.
*Very steam punk setting, reminiscent of Xenogears mixed with Breath of Fire V :Dragon Quarter vibe.
*Story Telling is pretty unique and interesting with world maps
and continents being underneath or above eachother.
*Very Hi-rez sprites and every but of text in the game is Completely Voice Acted

-Battle and Gameplay
*Battles are smooth satisfying and dynamic.
*Battles are set up in Real Time action bar filling up with 3 levels of strength.
*Everyone shares the same Mana pool.
*You will use a lot of Melee skills but Spells can be very useful
to cast spells you need to obtain cards through main story and sidequests.
*Very rich in Side Quests and puzzles that reward you with a good perk or weapon.

-Cons
*Some sounds in battle sometimes are off sync with the hit but Its only with 1 character you will use rarely.

Recommend this RPG gem to anyone who is a fan and look for a refreshing classic they might have missed.. A "Ghosts 'n'
Goblins" love letter that should be a hell of a lot more popular than it is, what with its phenomenal soundtrack and level design..
Pros-=-
-Guns
-Zombie Chickens?
-=-Cons-=-
-Short
-No Story
-Too long reload time
-Not very good action
-Barely any colour
-Very little Blood Splatters (Even though this is called Bloody Walls)
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The game is an FPS shooter with a submarine setting. I played the first AquaNox years ago and enjoyed it immensely.
However, this sequel is worse in every way:
- The environment looks duller
- The new "sniping" mechanic does not fit into a game where the submarine responds to your mouse with a lag
- You are constantly under-powered compared to your enemies
- A total of 3 voice actors, including the protagonist

And to top it off, extra lag with modern mice makes it completely unplayable. You just can't hit anything. Which is a pity since
the story had some promise.

If you still want to play it, I recommend trying the easier difficulty levels. The only thing they seem to do is boost your
comrades' damage levels, but that will enable you to relax and observe. Maybe throw in a shot if you feel like it.

Also, the game will try to launch with s 640x480 resolution, wich Windows 7 or newer will not support. you need to first launch
the game, bail out, and then edit the configuration file in Documents\/AquaNox2 or something. Look for lines with "480" and
"640".
. Most addictive masochistic gameplay!. Some sick♥♥♥♥♥♥
Love daughters, though.
Especially, when they call me Daddy.. Tricky one - worth picking up on sale but the lack of content leaves a bitter taste in your
mouth! The puzzles are great, the graphics are great, the narration is decent enough and doesn't pull you out of the world - I
really really enjoyed it! BUT 50mins playtime to get to "Chapter Two" (I was totally hyped to get onto the next levels) which
was just a fakeout for the end credits is a harsh way to end any fun game time.. There is some sort of bug that can make game
virtually unplayable.
Upon destruction of any asteroid game freezes for few moments. Given that this is a game where you shoot a lot of asteroids,
that becomes annoying very soon.

Developer is aware of the problem and it was about two months since he requested additional information on PC specifics and
never was seen since then.. Fantastic TD game.. I'll start with the good. PRiO is very pleasant game to look at. It has a great
color scheme, incredibly satisfying animation lerps, a fantastic minimalistic asthetic... but where it suffers is in both the game
design, and especially in the level design. Here is the bad:

 With the exception of the first few levels, the game has no real sense of a difficulty curve. You'll have one difficult
level followed by three easy levels. Some of the levels in the first 25% of the game are as difficult\/easy as some of the
levels in the last 25% of the game. It makes it feel like the levels could have been sorted in difficulty order, but someone
accidentally pressed a shuffle button and scrambled them all up.

 There's very little in terms of variety with the things you encounter in the levels. There's a grand total of two obstacle
types throughout the entire 50 levels: spikes and turrets.

 The turrets feel like one of the weakest aspects of the game to me. The level designers took a huge liking to them, and
they're included in almost every level. A game whose main focus is supposed to be in the color swapping tiles, actually
winds up with a focus that's more 80% missile dodging, 20% color flipping.

 Nothing particuarly creative is done with the color flipping mechanic. The game feels like it's ripe with potential for
great level design, but very little of that potential is adequately explored in execution. As a result, you're left with a series
of pretty mediocre stages.

 The game's spike mechanic is quite annoying in its design. The spikes are also linked to the colored platforms, so you
can only see spikes attached to red blocks when the red blocks are activated, etc. The main problem with this is when the
blocks are in their inactive state, there's no indication of where the spikes are going to appear once you activate them.
This leads to many levels feeling more like a trial-and-error memory game.

 Even the color flipping has annoyances. If you activate a colored block such that it appears on top of you, it'll crush you,
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and you'll die. That's perfectly fine. However, the inactive state of the blocks uses a smaller graphic that the active state
of the block, sometimes causing you to crush yourself even when you thought you were a safe enough distance away.
To sum it up, this game feels like it was made by a graphics designer rather than a game designer.. Ah Starscape... what's
not to love?

Space shooter? Nice.

Physics based handling? Not bad.

Upgradable ship designs? Pretty good!

Lots of semi-interesting characters with a less than vomit-inducing plot? Not great, but it could be worse.

So... what's not to love? Why's this a thumbs down vote?

Well... here's the rub: the handling on your ships is very realistic, but it's slow and clunky. I'm alright with that, normally.
It requires some planning of momentum and some good piloting to be competent, and that's fine.

The problem is that the boss battles aren't designed for the controls nor the physics of the game. They assume perfect,
pristine, pin-point keyboard turning in rapid order. I'm fine with that if the interface made such a realistic possibility.
Unfortunately, starscape's boss battles are like waltzing into the olympics' figure skating event wearing cross country
skiis.

It doesn't matter how good you are, the controls simply flat out SUCK for trying to fight the bosses, and player skill
seriously only has a very small amount to do with it. Someone with godlike reflexes could theoretically get through in a
few tries, but most of your boss battles involve being expected to start moving out of the way before a boss even begins
to box you in, without knowing when or where that attack will come from. If your ship were even remotely possible to
be set up to cope with that, great, but it's not.

Keyboard turning and physics-based thrust maneuvering simply doesn't work for the style of bosses that Starscape
throws at you.

The rest of the game is fun and fine, a few minor nitpicks here and there, but it's good overall... but the act-ending
bosses are mandatory, and they suck HARD. I don't mean "it's difficult", I mean it in the sense of "this is one of the
worst design decisions I've ever seen anyone ever make... did they even play test this to see if it was fun?".

Any fun you get from the game will be sucked dry as soon as you're stuck in a boss battle, and since the controls and
interface flat out aren't up to the task of fighting the bosses, it's going to make you pull your hair out over it. I highly
advise staying the hell away from Starscape just in general. Unless you're a masochist, then go right ahead.

Anyway, to stress it again, there's a difference between "difficult" and "bad design and poor UI\/controls". Having
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665poor interface does not equate to "difficulty", it just equates to being BAD.

Final Verdict:

Not worth it, even if it's on sale for $1. You'll probably break a keyboard that cost more than $1, even if you don't have a
history of such, and are a pretty mellow person normally. While the game has lots of really good points to it, and does a
lot of stuff very well, it's flaws are gamebreaking. When you put more effort into fighting the game's interface than you
do fighting the boss, the game's a bust.

Score: About 35%. It has some really good stuff, but the flaws are devastating and overpower any potential the game
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had.. Better soundtrack than undertale.
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